
Take action!
This poster kit includes multiple paper sizes and design options for protesting the
shark nets in Australia. Keep an eye on the Envoy social media pages and
‘Nets Out Now’ website for updates about upcoming protests and events.

Each poster file (PDF) contains eight pages. You can pick
which option(s) you’d like to use to take action and join us
in-person or online!

Dimensions:
USLetter-NETSOUTNOW.pdf = 8.5” x 11”
A4-NETSOUTNOW.pdf = 210 mm x 297 mm (8.3” x 11.7”)
A3-NETSOUTNOW.pdf = 297 mm x 420 mm (11.7” x 16.5”)
A2-NETSOUTNOW.pdf = 420 mm x 594 mm (16.5” x 23.375”)

Check out the next page (scroll down) for some examples of 
coloured posters.  The third page is a bonus colouring sheet!

If you can’t join one of our protests in-person, that’s ok! We 
invite you to protest with us online. Just print the poster you 
wish to use, colour it, and share a photo on social media 
using the #NetsOutNow hashtag.

Follow us!
twitter.com/envoyfilm
instagram.com/envoyfilm
instagram.com/envoyfoundation
facebook.com/envoyfilmau
netsoutnow.com.au

Poster info:
Written by Andre Borell
Illustrated by Sharktopia
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The NETS OUT NOW protest posters come in four 
sizes.  Each PDF file contains eight pages so you 
can choose which option(s) you’d like to use. 

Three pages feature the individual words, “NETS”, 
“OUT”, and “NOW”.  You can tape those pages together 
or three people can work together to hold the words. The 
largest poster size works well with multiple people. largest poster size works well with multiple people. 

Two pages feature animals caught in the shark nets with 
blank space around them. This is where you can write 
your own protest verbiage. In the example above you 
can see the space was filled with “STOP the KILLING”, 
“TAKE THE NETS OUT”, and “NO MORE NETS”. 

We invite you to get creative with these posters! These examples are just here to provide a starting We invite you to get creative with these posters! These examples are just here to provide a starting 
point.  We look forward to seeing you at our protests. If you’re not able to attend in-person, please 
protest with us online!  Just print the poster you wish to use, colour it, and share a photo on social 
media using the #NetsOutNow hashtag. Make sure to tag us in the post!
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